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Abstract
Described here is a route navigation method for a mobile robot with an omnidirectional image sensor. The route is memorized by a series of two dimensional Fourier power spectrums of consecutive omnidirectional images at the horizon while the robot moves to the goal position. While the robot is navigating to the goal point, it is controlled by comparing the principal axis of inertia of its current position with that of the memorized Fourier power spectrum.

1. Introduction
A geometrical model based method is a typical approach for visual navigation and has been intensively studied [1,2]. While the robot is moving around, it takes images and analyzes the images to find obstacles and estimate its own location. With this method, features such as vertical edges extracted from the input image are matched with ones in the image model generated from the environmental model. Generally, the geometrical method is suitable for estimating precise locations of the robot and unknown objects in the environment. However, acquiring accurate geometric information is difficult and expensive for real-time navigation.

On the other hand, memory-based navigation is an another common approach for visual navigation [3-9]. The basic operation is the comparison between present sensorial inputs and previous memorized patterns. It is easy to directly relate the robot action and sensory data without the geometrical model. Zheng's robot memorized the side of scene of a route by a panoramic view while it moved along the route[4]. Matsumoto et al.'s robot memorized the whole front view image at reference points along the route for visual navigation [5]. The correspondence between present input images and previous memorized images were established by using a DP matching method and a correlation method, respectively. However, these methods need a large amount of memory for memorizing the route. Therefore, to reduce memorizing data, several researchers investigated methods for selecting landmarks from memorized scenes[6,7,8], by using disparity information or interesting features such as vertical edges. Ishiguro has proposed another compact representation by expanding it into Fourier series [9]. Each input image is memorized by the coefficients of the low frequency components. His approach is simple and useful for navigation in a real environment. He has shown the result of organized memory in an actual environment; however, the result of autonomous navigation has not been reported yet.

Most of these previous memory-based approaches memorize relations between the apparent features (image) at reference points. Apparent features are useful information for finding correspondence between the current position and memorized ones and for estimating orientation of the robot. Quantitative information for trajectory following control of the robot was not included in these apparent features at the reference point. Therefore, Usually, theses robots ware controlled by a qualitative method [5]. Apperent featuresat the reference point do not directly represent the robot action against the environment and the spatial relation between the environment and the robot.

In this paper, we propose a memory-based route navigation method for a mobile robot with an omnidirectional image sensor. The route is memorized by a series of two dimensional Fourier power spectrums of consecutive omnidirectional images at the horizon while the robot moves to the goal position. While the robot is navigating the goal point, the robot is controlled by comparing with the pattern of memorized Fourier power spectrum and its principal axis of inertia. The method can directly represent the temporal and spatial relations between the environment and the robot. We performed experiments in an actual indoor environment including a room and a corridor.

2. Omnidirectional Route Panorama
A robot moving on a route can see a lot of objects in various directions. A sensor is needed to view the environment around the robot so that it may navigate safely. We have proposed several omnidirectional image sensors such as COPIS, MISS and HyperOmniVision [10,11,12] for robot navigation. These sensors have some important advantages; an omnidirectional view around the robot can be acquired in real-time and all visible vertical edges in the environment appear as line segments radiating
from the image center, by using a conic or a hyperboloidal mirror. Then, robot navigation becomes simple and reliable by using such omnidirectional image sensors. Omnidirectional image sensors are particularly well suited for visual navigation in a real environment. Fig. 1 (a) and (b) are the omnidirectional image sensor COPIS and the example of its image. In this paper, we use the image sequence of the omnidirectional image, called the omnidirectional route panorama, while the robot continuously scans the scenes along the route.

The robot begins to move and takes an image sequence. As shown in Fig. 1 (c), each omnidirectional image is transformed into 2-D polar coordinates \((r, \theta)\) \((r = \sqrt{x^2 + y^2})\), called an omnidirectional panorama image.

Points on the horizontal plane, which pass through the virtual center of the lens, appear as a straight line (horizontal line) on the omnidirectional panorama image (drawn by a white line) as shown in Fig. 2 (a). An omnidirectional route panorama can be acquired by arranging horizontal lines taken by the robot moving along the route as shown in Fig. 2 (b).

3. Route Representation For Navigation

An important cue for memory-based navigation is how to represent the relation between the environment and robot behavior. We represent both relations by performing
2-D Fourier transformations on the omnidirectional route panorama.

3.1 Space Representation By Using 2D Fourier Power Spectrum

Suppose that the motion of the robot is linear and constant. As shown in Fig. 3, the omnidirectional route panorama in the past certain frames, which is a standard unit of space representation, is transformed to a 2D Fourier power spectrum (2DFPS). The route is represented by a series of 2DFPSs.

As shown in Fig. 4 (a), when the robot moves along a simple environment, patterns on the omnidirectional route panorama are distributed in a lower frequency component in the 2DFPS. On the other hand, if the robot moves in the same size environment, higher frequency components increase in the area where there are dense features as shown in Fig. 4 (b). The frequency component of 2DFPSs can represent the complexity of the environment relative to the robot movement and the size of the environment.

The direction of distribution in a 2DFPS is perpendicular to the slope of the tangent of patterns in the Omnidirectional Route Panorama. The pattern indicates the azimuth change of the locus of the feature while the robot is moving. In general, the location of an object can be estimated from the locus of the azimuth of the object by triangulation in the case of constant and linear motion of the robot. As same as such geometrical method, the direction of the distribution in the 2DFPSs includes 3D information.

As shown in Fig. 4 (c), in the case of a long distance between the robot and a wall, patterns on the wall move slowly. The inclination of the distribution in the 2DFPSs increases and the distribution shifts toward a longitudinal axis. On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 4 (c), when the robot moves near a wall, the inclination decreases and the distribution shifts toward a transverse axis. Therefore, the inclination of distribution in the 2DFPSs can represent the environment relative to robot location and the robot movement without geometrical reconstruction.

Fig. 5 shows comparative results of space representation. Fig. 5 (a), (b) and (c) show the omnidirectional route panorama when the robot moved along the middle position of the corridor, when the robot moved along one side of the same corridor and when the robot moved in the computer room respectively. The width of the corridor is approximately 2.4m. The size of the room is approximately 4m by 7m. Fig. 5 (d) shows the cross-correlation corresponding to the reference 2DFPS. The reference 2DFPS is the first 2DFPS of fig. 5 (a). The best matching score of the cross correlation is searched by rotating the 2DFPS around the origin. Even if the robot moves along different routes in the same corridor, values of the cross correlation keep the higher score. On the other hand, when the robot moved in the computer room, the value of the cross correlation was absolutely lower than others. These results mean that 2DFPSs can represent the difference of the environment. Even if the robot moves along different routes in the same corridor, values of the cross correlation keep the higher score. On the other hand, when the robot moved in the computer room, the value of the cross correlation was absolutely lower than others. These results mean that 2DFPSs can represent the difference of the environment.
Consider that the robot moves in a room and both sides of the room have similar texture patterns on the walls. When the robot moves along the middle position of the room, the direction of the PAI is parallel to the room (moving direction), as shown in Fig.6 (a). When the robot moves near one wall, the direction of the PAI is tilted in the opposite direction as shown in Fig.6 (b). As shown in Fig.6 (c), even if the robot’s moving direction is not parallel to the environment, the direction of the PAI shows similar results.

Fig.7 shows comparative results of the angular change of the PAI against different robot movements in an actual environment. Fig.7 (a) and (b) move along the middle position and to one side of the room, respectively. The size of the room is approximately 4m by 7m. In the case of the middle position, the angular change of PAI is small. On the other hand, a large angular change appears when the robot moves along one side of the room. When the robot moves across the room, the angle of the PAI changes monotonously and its changing direction is opposite to the robot location relative to the room as shown in Fig.7 (c). Therefore, the locus of angles of the PAI can provide useful information about the robot orientation and position relative to the environment.

4. Route Navigation Algorithm
4.1 Memory Organization
Following the previous sections, we use the following description for representing the environment and the robot behavior (Fig.8). A route toward the goal position is divided into straight paths and subgoals are set at the joints. The rotational angle of the robot is memorized at each subgoal. To reduce the total amount of iconic memory, each path is represented by a series of representative 2DFPSs which are automatically selected and memorized.

The first 2DFPS is set as the representative 2DFPS. The cross-correlation between the polar transformed representative 2DFPS and the current polar transformed 2DFPS is calculated while the robot is moving. The value of the cross correlation decreases with distance in common environments. If the value of the cross correlation is lower than a certain threshold, we set a flag for a temporal reference point. In the same manner, we extract the next reference point by calculating the cross-correlation between the temporal polar transformed 2DFPS and the current polar transformed 2DFPS. The robot memorizes changes of two cross-correlations while the robot moves: the first is the cross-correlation between the current and the previous polar transformed 2DFPSs, and the other is between the current and the next polar transformed 2DFPSs. Furthermore, the locus of the angle of the principle axis of inertia is memorized. Cross-correlation and the angle of the principle axis of inertia are used for robot control.

4.2 Autonomous Navigation
After organizing the iconic memory, the robot can be navigated along the memorized route. The robot is initially parked at a standard position and is driven around...
a room and a corridor of the building via a given route. The rough location of the robot can be identified by comparing the present polar transformed 2DFPS with the polar transformed representative 2DFPS on both sides of the present path. Under constant velocity of the robot, the direction of the robot motion (the steering angle of the robot) is controlled by the common proportional controller defined by the angular difference between the present PAI and the memorized PAL.

Figure 9 Experimental Environment

5. Experimental Results
5.1 Robot System Configuration
The system has three essential components: an omnidirectional imaging subsystem, a workstation and a mobile robot. Wireless modems are used for serial communication between the robot and the workstation. The image is transmitted by UHF video transmitter and receiver. The speed of the robot is about 5 cm/sec and the size is a diameter of approximately 300 mm.

5.2 Results of Autonomous Navigation
Experiments were carried out in our university building. Fig. 9 shows the layout of the experimental environment. The robot was initially parked in our computer room. The operator controlled the mobile robot and moved it toward the door. After passing through the door, the operator turned the robot left in the middle of the corridor. Finally the robot was navigated by the operator until the goal position. Totally, the robot moved approximately 10 meters. We did the same experiment twice. The second run was performed on a different day, therefore, the lighting condition was different and a few people were walking in the corridor. The second navigated route was similar but not same as the first one because the robot was controlled by a human operator.

Fig.10(a) and (b) are the omnidirectional route panorama and iconic memorized data including 2DFPSs and cross-correlations as well as the angle of the principle axis of inertia. The threshold for cross-correlation was 0.8. The window size of a reference route panorama was 360 deg by 32 frames. Upward and downward arrows in Fig.10 (a) (dotted lines) are respective reference points. We consider that both patterns in Fig.10 are almost the same, therefore, we consider that reproducible and stable representations can be generated by the proposed method.

Fig. 11 shows the result of autonomous route navigation. Upward arrows are reference points on the memorized route data. Downward arrows are corresponding frames in an omnidirectional route panorama observed during autonomous navigation. Finally, the robot could reach the goal position.

Figure 10-(a) Examples of Memorized Route Data
6. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a route navigation method for a mobile robot with an omnidirectional image sensor. The route is memorized by a series of two dimensional Fourier power spectrums of consecutive omnidirectional images at horizon while the robot moves to the goal position. The method can directly represent the robot action and the spatial relation between the environment and the robot. We performed experiments in an actual indoor environment including a room and a corridor. A reproducible and stable representation can be generated by the proposed method, and we consider it to be suitable for robot navigation. We are currently trying to navigate a long route in both an indoor and outdoor environment.
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